Effect of diffusion and spatially varying predation risk on the dynamics and equilibrium density of a predator-prey system.
Starting from natural planktonic systems, we present a new mechanism involving spatial heterogeneity, and develop a new spatial structure model of planktonic predation systems. Firstly, the effect of diffusion on the dynamics of the system is investigated. We find that diffusion of only prey or both prey and predator between different patches with different predation risk may stabilize the dynamics, depending on the flow rate. Only a medium flow rate can lead to the stability of the system. Too large a rate can cause the system to approach the non-spatial limit case of a well-mixed system. Too large a rate can cause the system to approach the non-spatial limit case as a well-mixed system, which is characterized by its strongly oscillatory dynamics. When only prey diffuse, the smaller the parameter f (the proportion of the patchy volume with larger predation risk to the total volume), the more stable the system. If both populations can diffuse, however, only medium and very small f values may stabilize the system. Also, the response of the spatially averaged equilibrium densities of the system to the increasing of the flow rate is examined. With increasing flow rate, the spatial-averaged equilibrium density of prey decreases, while that of predator depends on which species can diffuse. For the case of prey diffusion only, it first remains unchanged and then slightly decreases, while it increases for the case of combinations as the flow rate increases. Our results are, qualitatively, determined by the spatially heterogeneous mechanism that we propose, and further regulated by top-down forces. Of practical importance, the results reported here indicate that which species diffuse plays a key role in the ways in which diffusion influences the dynamics and the spatial-average equilibrium densities of the system responses to the flow rate's increasing.